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9. You know it's love... when you buy him an expensive jumper and you're walking around in old mended tights... P. Rubber, Weighbridge, Surrey.

HELLO TO A STRANGER: odd story about a girl meeting the facther who abandoned her when she was four - talked of as thef st freat disappointment in love---

Then on p. 21 Beauty myths are exploded including

The larger a woman's bosom the lower her intelligence must be... and the answer is that they are not sure

THE LEGEND ? apsy serial

an articke on the permissive society claiming achievements for it like overcoming the double standard in 1965. Survey carried out by Michael Schofield showed that only 17 per cent of girls were having premarital

men and women will always be different:... A man's sex drive is a strong one, and is designed by Nature for one purpose only, intercourse. His part in reproduction is then over. But a woman's sex drive is very different. She is made by Nature to create babies. For her, true sexual satisfaction is not just intercourse but pregnancy and child care as well. (p. 55)

Mary Grant is the Evelyn Home of this papar and she has the usual
After going out three times with a boy of twenty-me I find I like him except for one thing—he wants to have sexual intercourse. He said that if I'm a virgin, which I am, then he won't bother with me...

and the saul answer... "Well, I'm afraid he's made it perfectly clear that he's not interested in you as a person."